traindee® leash-expander - Instructions
Congratulations on your purchase of the traindee® leash-expander! You have acquired a
professional accessory for dog training and we wish you much pleasure for the stress-free
training with your friend.

The traindee® leash-expander serves as an aid for dog training in order to eliminate unwanted and
stress-induced pulling on the leash by means of consistent and animal welfare training. For the safe
handling of this product as well as for a long life span, please observe the following instructions as
well as care instructions.

1. Mounting
࿆ Attach the carabiner of the traindee® leash-expander to your dog's chest harness assembly. ࿇ Attach the
carabiner of your leash to the ring of the leash-expander.
Reverse Mounting
In special training situations, especially in connection with very long trailing leashes, under some circumstances
it is recommended to mount the leash-expander on the man's side, in order to have a better control over the
expander.  To do this, attach the leash as usual to the breast harness.  The traindee® leash-expander can be
attached to the holding device (loop) of your leash with the carabiner.

2. Training
The following illustration is intended to illustrate how the traindee® leash-expander works and how it is used
best.
 Your dog draws excessively and strongly on the leash, which leads to stress in both animal and man due to
painful effects.
ཱ Due to the extensibility of the expander with a progressive increase in resistance, the strong and jerky pull
on the leash is eliminated, which can be seen in an immediate absence of the stressors. In combination with a
long-drawn-out marker word (e.g., "deeeee"), your dog combines the increasing resistance and the accompanying, gentle slowing of his pulling ambitions.
ི After regular and consistent training, your dog will react to your marker word without the expander, and will
terminate its pulling behaviour.
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3. Cleaning & Care
If necessary, clean the traindee® leash-expander with a damp cloth. If the expander has become wet, leave it in a
suitable place and dry it gently. Never expose the expander directly to a heat source such as radiator or similar.
The training-leash is not suitable for use in a dryer.

Note
The traindee® leash-expander is a professional accessory for dog training. Do not use the traindee® leashexpander for ordinary walks with your dog or in daily life as a leash replacement! Due to the functional principle
of the traindee® leash-expander, your dog has the possibility to move away a much longer distance from you than
it corresponds to the length in the untensioned state!

Safety notes
Before using the traindee® leash-expander, be aware of any damage or excessive wear and tear. Use the traindee®
leash-expander only if it is intact!
Always pay attention to your dog and the traindee® leash-expander! Make sure that the traindee® leash-expander does
not grind uncontrollably on the floor or stuck anywhere. Please also pay attention to the assembly instructions and the
alternative, reverse installation method, especially for very long towing and training leashes and in special training
and operation situations!
Note that, depending on the model of the traindee® leash-expander, when fully extended, high tension forces are generated, which are discharged abrupt when beeing released or detached and can cause serious injuries due to projectilelike flying parts!
Always be advised by your dog trainer about the correct and meaningful-specific application of the traindee® leashexpander for your dog!
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